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Gold 7.29.6 Release Notes 

Quality 
Version Area Category Description Ref 

7.29.6 Parts Control  POS When deleting a part from an Advice, if the Lost 

Sale option is switched on the reason code is 

now recorded against the part correctly. 

8445 

7.29.6 Parts Control Van Shipment 

Report 

If a part was added to multiple van stock jobs and 

then van shipment report was then run, the VD 

stock entries were not updating for each job. This 

is now resolved, and stock quantities are adjusted 

for all van jobs. 

9568 

7.29.6 Wholegoods Invoice Wholegood copy invoices will now show any 

subsequent changes to the customer address if 

the Company Control setting “Use Original 

Customer Details on Copy Invoices?” is set to No. 

This had only affected customers set as cash 

sale. 

6587 

7.29.6 Wholegoods Forms Designer 

Purchase Order 

The purchase order document will now display 

the Wholegood retail price. 

7960 

7.29.6 System 

Management 

Personnel 

Security File  

When assigning a Gold Service Licence, an 

engineer number in use across multiple 

companies can now be assigned based on the 

company selected. 

9455 

7.29.6 System 

Management 

File Transfer 

Maintenance 

Users with access to File Transfer ID 

Maintenance now have an option to view the 

password in order to troubleshoot any issues.  

9551 

7.29.6 System Licence If a Gold Licence has expired there is now an 

option to install the licence from Gold. Also if an 

incorrect licence key is added in error a warning 

is given and allows users to apply the correct key. 

8654 

7.29.6 Planned 

Maintenance 

Cost Posting When one sided Miscellaneous Cost Postings are 

processed the Debit & Credit entries now 

correctly assigned. 

9523 

7.29.6 GoldLink FTP GoldLink A Duplicate Key error when submitting orders and 

creating new customer accounts has now been 

fixed. 

9526 
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Manufacturer Integrations 

Version Area Category Description Ref 

7.29.5 Parts Parts Stock 

Valuation 

Parts Stock Valuation differences caused by 

GRNs processed with parts in negative stock has 

been corrected so a posting is made to the stock 

account. 

8224 

7.29.5 Sales Customer 

Enquiry 

When Sales transactions are set to age by due 

date, the values in Customer Enquiry now 

calculate correctly to the Aged Debt Report. 

9457 

7.29.5 Sales Emailing 

Invoices 

If a CC email is set against the customer account 

for invoices, it is now displayed on screen when 

producing a copy invoice. 

8856 

7.29.5 Workshop Warranty 

Extract Report 

Credit lines on the Excel output of this report are 

now correctly reporting as positive values. 

6462 

7.29.4 Purchase Transactions Out of balance postings due to currency rounding 

within Purchase Ledger Transactions have been 

corrected to post to the currency/loss gain 

account. 

9479 

7.29.3 Workshop Workshop Entry When creating a job and assigning an Engineer, 
a “Failed to process workshop job engineer 
change” error has been rectified. 
 

9267 

7.29.3 GoldLink FTP GoldLink Customer orders received in from GoldLink for 
parts with only a catalogue record on Gold, will 
now have any retail price uplift on the catalogue 
part applied to the advice note. 
 

8974 

Version Area Description Ref 

7.29.6 John Deere The John Deere quote upload integration now has the correct file 

extension format for the quotes to be sent using the Rest API. 

106 

7.29.4 CNH ASOD The ASOD extract has been amended so that if there are multiple 

CNH prefixes the data lines are consolidated under the same 

header for stock holding and sales. 

9241 

7.29.4 CNH ASOD The ASOD extract now differentiates advice notes where there is 

partial invoicing to look at the sequence numbers to provide unique 

data lines. 

9376 

7.29.4 AGCO AGCO GRN downloads are now able to be received via SFTP. 9362 
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Version Area Description Ref 

7.29.3 CLAAS 

Ebilling 

An issue reading the order number from the Invoice PDF has been 

corrected so when processing the invoices, the correct order is 

now read from the file. 

9407 

7.29.3 AGCO 

eCommerce 

Service prices are now returned via eCommerce as well as 

standard and VOR based on a service order type configured within 

Manufacturer Prefix Config. 

9396 
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Gold Marketplace 

  

Version Area Category Description Ref 

7.29.3 Parts 

Marketplace 

Marketplace 

Profile – Order 

Type 

Order type selection for marketplace purchase 
orders 
 

MAR-31 

7.29.3 Parts  Marketplace 

Backorders 

Purchase parts from other marketplace users for 
customer back orders on advice notes (from the 
Insufficient Stock options) 
 

MAR-37 

7.29.3 Workshop Marketplace 

Backorders 

Purchase parts from other marketplace users for 
customer back orders on workshop jobs (from 
the Insufficient Stock options) 
 

MAR-37 

7.29.3 Parts 

Marketplace 

Purchases 

Page 

Keep track of orders made through 
marketplace, generate purchase orders, and 
cancel orders where required 
 

MAR-79 

7.29.3 Parts 

Marketplace 

Sales Page Accept or reject sales made through 
marketplace, generate advice notes, and keep 
track of transactions 
 

MAR-48; 

MAR-85 
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Quality Updates – Gold Service 
Version Area Description Ref 

7.29.6 App Timeout & Reload failed messaged on the Today/Tomorrow screen of 
the App has now been resolved and the jobs load correctly. 
 

9527 

7.29.3 Portal The Engineer Add Hours function within Time Approval now has 
the option to add a Time & Attendance time entry. 
 
**Important** Portal users must Ctrl F5 to force refresh and clear 
the cache in order to see this option once updated.  
 

 
 
This brings it in line with the General Add Hours function so the time 
entry for Time & Attendance will now show with the stopwatch icon. 
 

9438 

N/A App Minimum specifications for Mobile Devices 

The app for Android will only be available via the Google PlayStore that 

is officially supported by Google. The app for Apple will only be available 

via the Apple AppStore that is officially supported by Apple. If the device 

does not come with either of the above as standard, the device will not 

be supported. 

The operating system must be currently supported for security fixes by 

iOS or Android: 

• iOS devices must be on a minimum of iOS version 14 or later. 

Devices unable to update to iOS version 14 or later will not be 

supported below a 6s are no longer supported, as they are 

unable to update to a later version of the OS than 12.5 

• Android devices must be on a minimum OS of 10. Devices 

unable to update to OS 10 or later will not be supported as OS 

version 8.1 and below are no longer supported for security fixes 

You should always keep your device up to date and install the latest OS. 

Once the device can no longer install the latest OS, it is highly 

recommended that a new device is obtained as otherwise features may 

cease to work. 
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Version Area Description Ref 

The above information has been updated on the Customer Portal on the 

website, which can be found here. 

https://customer.ibcos.co.uk/specifications-for-mobile-devices/

